
Highly-rated – how fire
door ratings are achieved

Depending on the type and design of a building, a whole

range of doors from FD30 up to FD120 may be set out in its

fire safety strategy. But what makes a door FD30 or FD120?

To understand how this varies between FD30 and FD120,

this guide shows you how a fire door is constructed.

 
Fire door
ratings

Pura | PuraDor | PuraDor+ | PuraSound | PuraSecure | PuraTouch | PuraSteel



The ratings

FD30 doors are typically 44mm thick, although
this can vary depending on core construction
and size. They may be solid timber, specialist
particleboard or other fire-resistant core, while
the frame is often in a softwood. Intumescent
sealant must applied between on both edges
where the wall and frame meet and a single
intumescent strip is inserted around the door
edges, either in the frame or the door. Any
glazed elements use heat-treated or laminated
30-minute certified glass and intumescent strips
are used between the beading and glazing on
any glazed elements. Ironmongery must be
certified to 30mins and the door must have a
certified self-closer fitted. A tolerance of 2-4mm
gap is allowed between door and frame.

FD30

Frame can be soft or hard wood

Intumescent sealant

All ironmongery certified to 30 minutes
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2-4mm gap between frame and door

Intumescent strip both sides of glass

     

     

     

     

Heat treated or laminated
30-minute glass

 

     

   
  

    

  

  

Single intumescent strip
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2-4mm gap between frame and door
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Intumescent strip both sides of glass
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FD60

Usually hardwood

All ironmongery certified to 60 minutes

54mm

Heat treated or laminated
60 minutes glass
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Double intumescent strip
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Intumescent sealant
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2-4mm gap between frame and door
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Intumescent strip both sides of glass
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FD90/FD120

Engineered core or solid hardwood

Double intumescent strip
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All ironmongery certified to 90/120 minutes

Heat treated or laminated
90/120-minute glass

 

Intumescent sealant
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Contact us to find out how our doors can support your fire strategy.

To turn this into an FD60 door a thicker door is
usual, 54mm is fairly standard, although again
this can vary depending on core construction,
and the frame is usually hardwood. A double
intumescent strip is inserted around the door
edges. Any ironmongery, including the closer,
must be certified for 60 minutes. Hinges, locks
and flush bolts must have intumescent
pads/sleeves.

All these elements need to be specified correctly to achieve the desired performance and we know from experience
that specifiers and contractors alike find this a headache. But that’s where Dorplan’s technical support comes into its
own. Our estimating and project management teams are experts in this field and will take the hard work out of
specifying your door. All you need to do is tell them what rating you require and they’ll make sure every element is
specified correctly.

Make it safe, make it Dorplan.

By the time we get to FD90 and FD120 the
main differences are in the doors themselves,
which are increasingly engineered for this
specific purpose. The door is either solid
hardwood or made from a denser core to
provide better resistance to fire. A double
intumescent strip is inserted around the door
edges. Any ironmongery, including the closer,
must be certified for 90 or 120 minutes.


